French Dance Will Be Given Tonight at 8:30
Masquerade to Have French Atmosphere; Baron Hugo Will Play

Tonight at 8:30 in Jordan Hall; with a featured French atmosphere. Street lamps will be placed along Mora Hall, as will park benches, and tables and chairs which will be placed under the balconies to give a French sidewalk cafe atmosphere. The 3-Club Room will also be decorated as a French cafe, with a pianist pounding out music for those who may visit it. The balconies will be open to dancers. Tickets, at $1.00 per couple, will be sold at the door.

Customers Featured

The first in the season of the dance is to be the costumes. A "stand- ard" set of masks will be available of French apaches, consisting of a hat, turtle-neck sweater and dark slacks. These will be available to Abi with tight-fitting blouses for women. However, there are many variations just on this idea, and anything which might suggest a French idea or motif will be welcomed. The editors of the Totem Pole are making it worthwhile to have a good costume by giving improved French character sets to those with the best ones.

Proposed ideas for costumes are those suggestive of a French stereotyped image. There will be French players, French writers, characters from French operas, from French royalty, artists, French peasant or sailor clothing, and characters who have each half dressed in a different costume, even though it may be slightly adapted. Masks will be given to everyone when they come in at the door. All masks will be taken off at intermission, when the customers will present the champagne to those with the best costumes. The editors are judging the best costumes.

TYECHNIQUE NOTICE

All costumes must return their separate portrait proofs by Mon- day, December 13. If the proofs are not returned by that date, the picture will not appear in the yearbook. Proofs may be obtained and returned in Room 208, Walker Memorial.

All the participants, comprises over 300, are members of the Institute, either students, employed or faculty members.

The solos for the traditional Christmas carols are also being selected. Members of Technology, Miss Margaret Barker, '46, of Belmont, is the ac- tual singing the same part as was sung in previous years of previous performances. Contralto soloist will be Gladys Frazzini, '46, of Technology, who also sang the same part in last year's performance.

Robert J. Gijsehman, '46, will sing the tenor solo. He is a member of the musical club's management and has some experience with musicals (Continued on Page 2)

Handel's "Messiah" To Be Presented By Musical Clubs

Concert is Tomorrow
In Boston's Jordan Hall; 

Expected to Be Sellout

The Combined Musical Clubs of the Institute and the Boston Symphony will present this year's annual performance of Hand- el's "Messiah" tonight in Jordan Hall, Boston. The group will be conducted by Mr. Arthur Church, Director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Waltham, Massachusetts.

Those tickets still remaining will be available in the Building 10 office and at the door. They are priced at $7.50, $5.00, and $2.50.

Dorothy Williams, Queen of First Techasopppin; 0 Chosen As Princesses at Rally Saturday

Dorothy Williams, a Wellesley senior, was selected as Queen of Techasopppin. Miss Williams, es- pecially good allowing only two goals during his stay in the net. The first of these was a screen shot at the last minute of the game played. How- ever, the Beacon quickly took control and went ahead 2-1 before the first period ended, Seifert and Bradley scoring. To keep the- em in line the defense was all Tech. With Annie heading the defense at bay Willard (from Tenrney) and Clifford, unattended ran the score to 5-1. With the first period had ended, Seifert early in the second period and would be Tech. With Annie heading the defense at bay Willard (from Tenrney) and Clifford, unattended ran the score to 5-1.

In order to accept the report, which had been presented by Ron- ald Greene, president of the Junior Athletic Council, was defeated 22 to 4.

Included in the report were two recommendations to future J. P. Comm. Committees: that tables should be reserved in advance for the champagne to those, the committee, and for the previous year's directory; and that no one be permitted to reserve more than two tables.

The report was adopted on the spot (Continued on Page 5)

HIGHLIGHTS OF TECHASOPPPIN WEEKEND

Dorothy Williams Crowned Queen Of First Techasopppin; 0 Chosen As Princesses at Rally Saturday

Squash Only Team To Gain Victory Out of 5 Sports

Basketball - Boston University 10, MI.T. 5.

Baseball - Wellesley College, 12; Boston College, 12; MIT, 3; Dartmouth 4; Brown 46, M.I.T. 29.

Wrestling, Saturday afternoon - Brown 51, M.I.T. 46.

Basketball, Friday evening - Brown 73, Boston University 46.

Basketball, Saturday afternoon - Brown 46, M.I.T. 29.

Basketball, Saturday evening - Bos- ton University 10, MI.T. 5.

There was no attendance for the basketball game. The weekend was hardly successful for the sporting teams in general. Complete results are as fol- lows:

Atletic Events

Results of Wrestling, Saturday afternoon:

Brown 51, M.I.T. 46.

Squash, Saturday afternoon:


The Combined Musical Clubs

The Combined Clubs are made up of the music clubs of the Insti- tute, and will present the annual performance of Handel's Messiah, which will be sung by the members of the Institute, either students, employed or faculty members.
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